Maharishi Introduces
his Vedic Science to the world
– the Maastricht Assembly lectures (1991)

Friday 3 – Thursday 9 May 2019 (6 days)
‘Vedo nityam adhiyatam; study the Veda daily. And we have known, we have
understood that the study of the Veda is the study of consciousness. That’s why
twice daily meditation is the study of the Veda. All that we are engaged in is study
of the Veda, because Veda is structured in consciousness. And now every time from
the turbulent level of consciousness, active level of consciousness, we come to the
silent level of consciousness. This is the field of consciousness. Veda, or knowledge,
is the structure of consciousness. So the whole thing is in the experience of active
levels of consciousness and silent levels of consciousness. This is the whole range of
study of the Veda.’
Maharishi, 18 January 1991, Maastricht, Holland

with Dr Bevan Morris Prime Minister of the Global
Country of World Peace and International President for
Maharishi Universities of Management.
Dr Morris has been active with Maharishi’s programmes for
more than 50 years since becoming a teacher of
Transcendental Meditation in India in 1969 and has probably
spent more time with Maharishi than almost anybody else.
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This historic series of Maharishi’s lectures will be of special interest for everyone
who aspires to understand Maharishi Vedic Science as he took great care to make his
points complete for the understanding of all.
We are fortunate to have Dr Bevan Morris lead this course for us - he has always had
the gift to summarise and comment whenever Maharishi spoke, to guide and aid our
absorption of this timeless knowledge. Maharishi praised Dr Morris as the greatest
educator of this age. We will find ourselves effortlessly assimilating profound
wisdom - enlivening Bliss in our physiology.

Some of the topics covered:
•

Vedic study is the means of gaining perfection in life

•

Veda is structured in consciousness

•

Maharishi investigates the ultimate reality, pure wakefulness, and locating all
diversity coexisting in the structure of unity

•

Maharishi invites all governments to align themselves with the Constitution of
the Universe—the Veda—to make their administrations as effective as the
government of nature

•

Vedic Mathematics and the vedic science of Jyotish have their basis in the
sequential flow of the Veda

•

The supreme value of Maharishi Sthapatya Veda (Vastu)

•

Designing a new destiny for mankind

Cost:
6 days full board: standard ensuite room £595 (single) £450 (shared p/p) Executive
room £715 (single) £535 (shared p/p)
If you would like to talk to someone about your booking or would find it easier to
book over the phone call Céline or Margaret on +44 (0) 1394 421 136
or email courses@peacepalace.org.uk and we will send you the online booking link
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